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This Question of same sex unions has yet again found a way to further divide our
communities and steal our focus away from the real issues of life which are all of our
responsibility. That is to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, to care for our sick and
promote healthy living for all mankind, not just who has the right to sleep with whom,
not just who has the right to love whom for we are commanded to love one another.
We have turned this into a no mans land existence attempting to operate somewhere
between right or wrong. There is no in between, there is no gray area, there is only right
or wrong. T h s question has made us indolent, inept, and completely self-centered in
dealing with the natural process of what is.
Natural, like right does not promote disorder, natural, like right does not divide,
natural, like right does not take us out of the pre-existent innate process of what God has
ordained in man and woman. Whether we subscribe to the theory that God is or not, and
if we were to be completely honest with ourselves we might recognize the mass hysteria
and confusion generated by those who simple purport to love, is not of God, for God is
love and not the author of confusion.
I come to remind us all that we are loved beyond measure, no matter what we do or
the choices we make in life we are loved without condition, but this does not give us the
right to take the freedom that we as a people enjoy and change it to fit ourselves, forcing
every one to conform to what goes against the inbred righteousness of God's Spirit in us
all because we can not figure out who we are. It has been tried with devastating results
and we all will be held accountable for what we have allowed to further corrupt and tear
away from the very fabric of God's law for our own self-centered desires. T h s question
is not a question of life, but rather a tactic of annihilation, and if our elected officials will
not protect the sanctity of morality without becoming conformist themselves then do not
be shocked with the further decay of our society which will undulate across every home
throughout this world as a tornado dancing across the open plains of our western states.

